
Staad output – Member 15

Forces and stresses extracted from output listing at 1.41m (0.334 x 4.7m = 1.41m)

MEMB  LOAD  SEC       AXIAL   SHEAR-Y   SHEAR-Z       MOM-Y       MOM-Z
    15      300     0.334   -244.80    234.20      -139.03         -39.46        -374.70

 MEMB   LD   SECT   AXIAL    BEND-Y     BEND-Z   COMBINED  SHEAR-Y  SHEAR-Z
   15      300   0.334    26.9 T    152.7         509.4         689.0           122.2        29.5



Properties as extracted from output

Verification of tabulated axial and bending stresses (ignoring sign)

Considering all combinations of axial and bending stress (considering sign)

Staad stress plot at location 1.41m

Noting that not one of the above calculated stress combinations equals any of the 4 corner stresses on the diagram ???

MEMB   PROFILE         AX IZ IY IX
                               AY            AZ            SZ             SY
15  ST  HE220B            91.0      8091.0      2843.0       76.60
                              20.90        46.93       735.55      258.45



The following are the extracted stresses for the four corner positions on the diagram. Note the Fx, My and Mz forces used
for the following calculations.

Using the above forces to verify calculated stresses

As can plainly be seen the above stresses are exactly the same as those on the stress plot, however……..



Questions

1. Why are the tabulated (and correct) stresses, as listed in the output file, different from those shown on the
graphics display ?

2. Since 0,0 is the centre of the beam (only axial stress present) which is correct, why don’t all the corner stresses, as
selected and tabulated, equal those on the plot ???

3. Why is the program, possibly, using moment forces at different locations ???

Below is the output at the same section from MathCAD direct stiffeness program.



Corner stresse using the Staad listed output results on page 1. Note how the calculated stress results are equal to those
calculated and shown on the MathCAD stress plot.

Forces at relevant section as calculated by MathCAD program which are comparable to those shown on the Staad
graphics output included on page 1 above.

The below are the 4 point stresses as calculated along the beam using MathCAD and comparing to the tabulated stress
output from Staad.

As can be seen, the stresses are nearly the same with a very small % margiin error due to member properties round off.




